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ABSTRACT 


An electronic circuit based on a modified version of 

the four branch Hodgkin-Huxley electrical equivalent circuit 

(Roy, 1972) has been proposed and implemented to simulate 

the pattern of the electrical activities present in the mus

cle cells of the mammalian small intestine. 

The analog's implementation comprises two main cir

cuits to simulate these activities. One of them is concerned 

with generating subthreshold oscillations, while the other 

is basically a spike-generator circuit. Additional circuitry 

is included to interface them. Furthermore, the analog pro

vides a parameter set by means of which its performance may 

be varied. Such settings may alter the intrinsic frequency, 

the magnitude of the depolarizing phase of the control 

potential for the response activity to occur, and also the 

frequency of the electrical response activity. 

Four such electronic oscillators, having different 

intrinsic frequencies, were coupled together in a chain 

structure with passive elements to simulate "frequency 

pulling" and "entrainment" . The model qualitatively repro

duced the observed pattern of electrical activities in the 

small intestine. 
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CHAPTER 1 


INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

Smooth muscle cells are small, spindle-shaped with a 

diameter of usually less than 5 µm and a length of 20-50 µm. 

The cells are packed closely together to form bundles. 

The shape of the cells and absence of alignment of 

contractile proteins enable smooth muscle to function while 

undergoing greater changes in length than does skeletal or 

cardiac muscle. This is necessary for organs such as the 

bladder or stomach with variable capacities. 

Smooth muscle is widespread throughout the body of 

vertebrates and its contractile activity is vital for normal 

functioning of the body. The contractile parts of the walls 

of hollow vessels and cavities such as blood-vessels, the 

alimentary canal and the urogenital tract are formed from 

layers of smooth muscle cells which propel, mix and retain 

the contents. Elsewhere smooth muscle cells are less inti

mately associated with other tissues and their contraction 

tends to move one structure relative to another. These include 

the ciliary muscles and nictitating membrane of the eye, the 
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pile-erector muscles of the skin and the anococcygeus and 

costo-uterine muscles which are attached at one end to bone. 

Associated with position and function, smooth muscle 

cells vary widely in their patterns of activity. For instance, 

at one extreme, more or less continuous, maintained activity 

may be required, as in the iris, blood vessels or ureter; 

whereas at the other extreme, an occasional burst of activity 

occurs in muscles involved in defecation or pregnancy. Fur

thermore, tissues such as the urinary bladder or iris contract 

as a unit, whereas in the ureter or intestine, waves of con

traction pass from one end to the other. 

The activity of any muscle depends on a number of 

factors, including the properties of the individual smooth 

muscle cells, the interaction between cells and the influence 

of external agents such as nerves, hormones and the physical 

environment. 

The small intestine is a part of the gastrointestinal 

tract (see fig. 1) and it is represented by a convoluted tube 

in the abdomen that leads from the stomach to the large in

testine. The intestinal wall consists of two concentric 

smooth muscle layers, sheathed by the mucosa inside and the 

serosa outside: 

1. the outer or longitudinal layer, and 

2. the inner or circular layer. 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of a cross section of the 

gut. 
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of the gastrointestinal tract. 
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Fig. 2 Typical cross section of the gut. 

(Guyton, 1977). 
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Intestinal motility is regulated through a combina

tion of myogenic, neural and hormonal factors. The muscle 

contracts to move intestinal contents in two ways: to propel 

contents toward the caudal end of the tube, and to optimize 

absorption by bringing the contents into contact with the 

intestinal wall. 

The earliest studies on the electrical activity of 

the gastrointestinal tract were those of Alvarez and his 

associates (for a review see Alvarez, 1940). He was able to 

record the rhythmic electrical activity from the small in

testine by using extracellular electrodes connected to an 

Einthoven string galvanometer with a long time constant. 

Puestow (1933) who conducted his research using essentially 

the same techniques confirmed the presence of this activity 

and reported the presence of an electrical spike activity su

perimposed on the rhythmic electrical activity. He also sug

gested that the frequency and duration of the spike activity 

might be associated with the strength of muscle contractions. 

In the late 1930's, Bozler (1938) introduced the use 

of new amplifiers with an improved frequency-response range 

into smooth muscle electrophysiology. With this technique, he 

was able to confirm that electrical activity of the intestinal 

muscle consisted of spike activity in addition to the rhythmic 

electrical activity and that the contractile activity was in 

fact associated with the spikes (Bozler, 1946). After 

the introduction of intracellular microelectrode recording 
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techniques to smooth muscle electrophysiology by Bulbring and 

Hooton (1954), many workers soon applied it to studies of 

small intestine (Daniel, Honour and Bogoch, 1960; Bortoff, 

1961; Kobayashi, Nagai and Prosser, 1966). 

The use of this technique clearly showed that the 

electrical activity of the smooth muscle cells of the gastro

intestinal tract has two types of electrical activity (Milton 

and Smith, 1956; Burnstock, Holman and Prosser, 1963; Daniel 

and Chapman, 1963; Bass, 1965; Duthie, 1974). One of these 

activities is called Electrical Control Activity (ECA) and 

the other Electrical Response Activity (ERA) (Sarna, 1975). 

The ECA is rhythmic and omnipresent. Current evidence 

strongly indicates that control activity is myogenic in nature 

(Burnstock, Holman and Prosser, 1963). Bortoff (1961) had 

established that isolated segments of small intestine continue 

to exhibit control activity in the absence of extrinsic inner

vation. This control activity was also found to persist after 

the application of drugs which are known to interfere with 

transmission of nerve impulses (Holaday, Volk and Mandell, 

1958; Daniel, Wachter,Honour and Bogoch, 1960; Daniel and 

Chapman, 1963). Furthermore, it has been suggested that pos

sibly the origin of this control activity is in the longitudi

nal muscle layer (Daniel, Honour and Bogoch, 1960) and that 

it spreads electrotonically to the circular layer (Bortoff, 

1961). 

The ECA is a regular wave arising from a membrane 
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potential of -30 to -50 mV (being negative inside membrane) 

and its amplitude varies from 5-20 mV (El-Sharkawy and Daniel, 

1975). The frequency of the ECA depends on the anatomical 

location from which the recording is made and the species of 

animal studied (Duthie, 1974). The basic function of the ECA 

is to control the occurrence in time and space of the elec

trical response activity. The ERA is of intermittent nature 

and is associated with muscle contractions (mechanical activ

ity). This activity does not occur by itself, in contrast to 

the ECA, but only during the maximal depolarized phase of the 

control potential and assuming that hormonal and neural in

fluences are favourable (Bass, 1965; Daniel, Carlow, Wachter, 

Sutherland and Bogoch, 1959) . 

Different aspects of membrane function have been pro

posed with a view to understanding the maintenance of the 

membrane potential and the electrical changes connected with 

the electrical control and response activities (El-Sharkawy 

and Daniel, 1975). They are based on measurments of extracel

lular ionic concentrations. So far, none of them has achieved 

overall acceptance, and the basis of the ionic mechanisms 

underlaying these electrical activities, ECA and ERA, are 

still unknown. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of this thesis are: 
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a). 	 to implement an electronic oscillator to simu

late the small intestinal electrical control 

and electrical response activities with real 

life parameters (time and magnitude). Further

more, the electronic analog must provide a 

number of variables so that alterations of its 

basic characteristics may be performed. For 

instance, parameter changes may be made to mod

ify the intrinsic frequency of the electrical 

control activity as well as the frequency of the 

electrical response activity. In addition, re

sponse potentials may also be evoked by changing 

a parameter setting. 

b). 	 to bidirectionally couple four such oscillators 

by using passive elements to simulate observed 

characteristics of frequency entrainment in the 

small bowel. 

In chapter 2, general information about different 

types of modelling available to simulate gastrointestinal ac

tivities is discussed. Chapter 3 describes the circuits and 

their characteristics used to implement the electronic analog. 

Chapter 4 discusses the characteristics of the responses ob

tained when experimenting with the analog as a single unit. 

Chapter 5 describes the capabilities of the analog when coup

led, and discusses the results obtained when simulating a 
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chain of four of these analogs coupled together. The 

conclusions derived from the experimental results and sug

gestions concerning the applicability of the model to fur

ther studies on electronic simulation of electrical activ

ities of the small intestine are proposed in chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 2 


GASTROINTESTINAL MODELLING 

2.1 General 

Throughout this thesis the following terminology will 

be adopted to describe the intestinal electrical activities 

(Sarna, 1975), and the development and functioning of the 

electronic analog. 

Control potential: denotes one depolarization and repolari

zation of the membrane potential. 

Control wave: denotes the continuing rhythmic electrical con

trol activity recorded at any one site with a monopolar or bi

polar recording method. 

Intrinsic frequency: denotes the frequency of the control 

wave at any one site when it is electrically isolated from 

its neighboring segments. 

Electrical control activity (ECA): denotes the totality of 

the continuing rhythmic electrical activity in any part of 

the gastrointestinal tract. 

Response potentials: denote the rapid oscillations of mem

brane potential (spikes) in the depolarized state of smooth 

muscle cells. 

10 
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Electrical response activity (ERA): denotes the activity in 

totality of the groups of response potentials in an organ or 

its parts. 

Throughout this thesis, the terms model and analog 

will be used to mean that which is similar in function but 

differs in structure and origin from that which is modeled. 

The making of models is universal in the search for a con

sistent and instructive picture of nature. An important part 

of the utility of a model lies in its ability to focus dispa

rate evidence and interpretations into one coherent view. 

Furthermore, models are valuable only insofar as they raise 

new questions and suggest new relationships, perhaps leading 

to new experiments that might not otherwise have been consid

ered. Worthwhile models are predictive, that is, new relevant 

properties are deducible from them. Unfortunately, the incom

plete state of knowledge of the ionic mechanisms that gener

ate different types of electrical activity, the complexity 

with which the cells are interconnected with neighboring ones, 

and the controversies over interpretation have so far pre

vented a complete understanding of the smooth muscle electri

cal activity, as well as having precluded precision in model

making. 

Despite this fact, several models of smooth muscle 

electrical activity in the digestive tract have been reported 

during the last twenty years. These models have mainly taken 

the form of network models, mathematical and computer models, 
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or electronic models. 

2.2 Network models 

This group of models was based on the core conductor 

theory. Several investigators (Abe and Tomita, 1968; Kobayashi, 

Prosser and Nagai, 1967; Nagai and Prosser, 1963) attempted 

to use the core conductor properties to explain the spread of 

smooth muscle electrical activity. 

The way in which currents are distributed in a 

syncytium of coupled cells, that is, what proportion passes 

on to the other cells, depends on several factors. The most 

important, however, may be the shape of the syncytium. For 

instance, if it is a three-dimensional block of cells it will 

be extremely difficult to make any measurments of membrane 

properties. On the other hand, if it can be reduced to a long 

thin thread of only one dimension it will be much easier to 

work with. One-dimensional structures of this type are known 

as cables. 

Workers in this modelling group assumed a cable 

structure that consisted of an electrical conductor in the 

form of a cylinder covered by a sheath of higher resistance 

and immersed in a conducting medium. They agreed that this 

was a good description of a single nerve axon in physiologi

cal saline, and that it could be applied to a bundle of 

smooth muscle cells. There are two parameters that describe 
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the electrical properties of a cable, the space-constant (A) 

and the time-constant (T}. 

The space-constant is a measure of how far voltage 

changes spread along the cable. If the voltage in a long ca

ble is changed by an amount V 0 by passing in steady current 

into the cable at that point, the voltage change V at anyx 

distance x from that point is given by: 

V x = V 0 exp(-x/A) 

This means that if A is large, voltage changes spread for 

appreciable distances along the cable. High values of mem

brane resistance or low values of internal resistance lead 

to large values of A. 

The time-constant is a measure of how rapidly the 

voltage across the cable membrane changes for a given current; 

if T is large the voltages will change more slowly. The time 

constant is equal to the product of the resistance of unit 

area of cell membrane, R (Q•cm 2 
) and the capacitance of unit m 

area of cell membrane, C (F•cm- 2 
).m 

The space-constant and the time-constant are all that 

need to be known to predict the time-course of voltage changes 

in a cable, but nothing can be said about the absolute size 

of the changes without an independent estimate of membrane 

resistance or internal resistance. 

Studies from cable-like structures have been used 

successfully to measure smooth muscle membrane properties and 

suggested possible mechanisms of spread of electrical activity. 
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However, some of the major restrictions in extending such 

studies based on cable theory to smooth muscle may be summa

rized as follows: 

1. 	 the current spread in smooth muscle cells is 

three-dimensional, so the classical approach of 

measuring parameters along the axis of current 

spread is not applicable to smooth muscle cells. 

2. 	 many smooth muscle cells are spontaneously ac

tive, so the interaction between two active re

gions has to be considered rather than between 

an active and a quiescent region as in an axon. 

3. 	 since there is no protoplasmic continuity, the 

path of current spread is not unifo~m, that is, 

the current spread over a cell would behave dif

ferently than the current spread between cells. 

2.3 Mathematical and computer models 

Most of the investigation which has been done with 

mathematical and computer aided modelling is based on the 

work of Van der Pol (1928). He suggested that many naturally 

occurring rhythmic oscillations are the result of a relaxa

tion phenomenon. Furthermore, he proposed a differential 

equation which describes such oscillations, and modified 

forms of this equation have been widely applied to model the 
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gastrointestinal electrical activity. For instance the con

cept of linked relaxation oscillators has been used for sev

eral groups to model the small intestinal electrical activi

ties (Nelson and Becker, 1968; Diamant, Rose and Davison, 

1970; Brown, Kwong and Duthie, 1971; Sarna, Daniel and Kingma, 

1971; Robertson and Linkens, 1974). 

Nelson and Becker (1968) were the first to propose 

that the intestinal electrical activities could be simulated 

using a chain of relaxation oscillators. They used two 

forward-coupled Van der Pol oscillators and demonstrated the 

effect of frequency entrainment or pulling (depending on the 

degree of coupling factor) of the distal oscillator (having 

the lower intrinsic frequency) by the proximal one (having 

the higher intrinsic frequency). 

It has been demonstrated that if the small intestine 

is divided into small segments, each segment will have a 

frequency of its own, called intrinsic frequency. The gradi

ent of intrinsic frequency in the small intestine reduces 

distally, therefore each segment of the small intestine may 

be seen as an independent oscillator. However, when the small 

intestine is intact; that is, the oscillators are coupled, 

the proximal higher frequency oscillators will tend to pull 

the frequency of distal lower frequency oscillators to that 

of their own. Accordingly, frequency pulling is a fundamental 

characteristic of relaxation oscillators, and will depend 

upon the amount of coupling and the intrinsic frequency dif
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ference between oscillators. 

The relaxation oscillator model was further refined 

by Sarna, Daniel and Kingma (1971) to simulate the experi

mentally observed characteristics of electrical control activ

ity in dog small intestine. They presented an analog computer 

simulation of the electrical control activity in dog small 

intestine using sixteen bidirectionally coupled generalized 

Bonhoeffer-Van der Pol oscillators. 

More recently, modelling has been attempted using an 

autorhythmic form of the well known Hodgkin-Huxley (1952.d) 

equations as a unit oscillator. Linkens and Datardina (1977) 

in a digital simulation study have shown that coupled 

Hodgkin-Huxley oscillator chains could produce similar behav

ior to the coupled Van der Pol oscillator model even for 

large wave form asymmetry. It was also shown (Patton and 

Linkens, 1977) that these units, when intercoupled, reproduce 

most of the solutions obtained from coupled Van der Pol oscil

lators. 

Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the equations, 

digital simulation of chains of these units has become quite 

difficult and time consuming, even for a few oscillators and 

a small number of oscillation periods. An alternative to 

this approach is to construct electronic analogs of the squid 

axon membrane, based on the original voltage-clamp observa

tions of Hodgkin-Huxley (1952.a,b,c). The use of the more di

rect hardware for modelling has much to recommend it. In the 
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first place, it is simpler, as the nonlinear equations are 

complicated to program. Adjustments of the various parame

ters is very convenient, involving simply changing a poten

tiometer setting or a capacitive value. In addition, consid

erable insight into membrane behavior can be realized, since 

the response of the analog to parameter changes is simulta

neously observable on an oscilloscope. 

2.4 Electronic models 

Most of the work done in electronic modelling has 

been somewhat related or based on the four branch Hodgkin-

Huxley electrical equivalent circuit for the squid axon mem

brane. It has sometimes been used in a modified form to de

scribe the behavior of biological membrane other than the 

squid axon membrane, and it seems that they will be dis

carded only when the molecular basis of membrane activity 

may finally be unravelled. 

Figure 3 shows the Hodgkin-Huxley membrane electri

cal equivalent circuit for the squid axon membrane. The first 

branch represents the membrane capacitance C , which was asm 

sumed constant. The remaining three branches provide the cur

rent pathways for each of the three separate components of 

the ionic current across the membrane. These components are 

the sodium ionic current, the potassium ionic current and 

the leakage current, the term leakage being used for the 
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lumped current contribution of all ions other than sodium and 

potassium. The conductance of the membrane to each of these 

three types of ions is depicted in fig. 3 as the electrical 

conductances GNa' GK and G1 , respectively. Each of these con

ductances is placed in series with an electromotive source 

whose magnitude equals the Nernst equilibrium potential for 

the respective ion. 

The early work of Lewis (1968) using this approach 

showed that such circuits are capable of reproducing many of 

the well known nerve and muscle action potential wave shapes, 

but they are unsuitable for reproducing chains of such oscil

lators because of the large number of components used. 

Lewis' model, while simulating membrane phenomena 

closely, was relatively complex. Its complexity was in part 

due to the fact that it did not simulate the variable sodium 

and potassium conductances of the Hodgkin-Huxley model di

rectly. Instead, electronic multipliers were used. 

Roy (1972) following a suggestion by Lewis, built a 

simple analog for the squid axon membrane that used the var

iable drain-to-source conductance GDS 6f junction field

effect transistors (FET's) to simulate the sodium and potas

sium ionic conductances. Furthermore, operational amplifiers 

and shaping networks were used to give the correct time and 

voltage dependency to the conductance paths. 

This electronic model was further refined by 

Gulrajani and Roberge (1976), who added further components 
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to accurately simulate the transients in sodium and potassium 

conductances of the Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics. Their analog was 

used to investigate the mechanisms of spontaneous activity in 

a patch of biological membrane. Furthermore, they showed that 

with appropriate modifications the analog could generate sub

threshold oscillations. 

They also demonstrated that incorporation of addi

tional conductance branches (G'Na' G'K) to the basic 

Hodgkin-Huxley circuit gave bursting spikes on top of the 

slow subthreshold oscillations seen in cell R15 of the Aplysia 

abdominal ganglion (Gulrajani, Roberge and Mathieu, 1977). 

Intestinal electronic modellins was first initiated 

by the work of Brown, Duthie, Horn and Smallwood (1975). 

They developed an electronic circuit having a feedback ar

rangement comprising two operational amplifiers and several 

resistors to produce an alternate charge and discharge of a 

capacitor placed between them. Their model was run about 600 

times faster than real time, and its magnitude was considered 

as a logical output for display purposes of its phase rela

tionship when coupled. That is, the relative phase shifts of 

coupled oscillators at any time was made available by 

scanning their outputs and giving an output of 'l' if the 

oscillator output was positive, and 'O' if it was negative. 

Patton and Linkens (1978) showed that an electronic 

model comprising a number of coupled Hodgkin-Huxley type 

nonlinear oscillators is capable of reproducing physiologi
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cal phenomena observed in electrical recordings from the mam

malian digestive tract, and also demonstrated the advantages 

of this model over simpler Van der Pol oscillators. Very re

cently, this circuit was slightly modified by Linkens (1980) 

to simulate the simultaneous occurrence of both the electri

cal activities in the small intestine. He showed that a 

Hodgkin-Huxley type oscillator is capable of two modes of 

oscillation equivalent to control waves and response activi

ties. Furthermore, he demonstrated the effect of frequency 

entrainment when the models were forward-coupled together. 

Apart from the initial modelling work of Nelson and 

Becker (1968), Linkens' model shows the response potential 

effects which have been largely ignored in most of gastro

intestinal modelling studies. Furthermore, this model was 

the first described in physiologically meaningful ionic 

terms as far as smooth muscle cell modelling is concerned. 

Since precise matching of the Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics is 

not yet possible in intestinal modelling, Linkens' model is 

based on a simple approach which does retain the basic char

acteristics of the Hodgkin-Huxley original circuit. It com

prises a membrane capacitance C plus two parallel ionic m 

conductance paths each represented by a field- effect tran

sistor (FET) to simulate the sodium and potassium dynamics. 

However, the model suffers from a lack of precise and inde

pendent parameter setting adjustments to achieve either or 

both the modes of rhythmic oscillations, as well as of a 
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real magnitude and frequency output. 



CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR 
TO SIMULATE THE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES 

OF THE SMALL INTESTINE 

3.1 Development of the electronic analog 

Initially an attempt was made to use the approach of 

Gulrajani and Roberge (1976) to simulate the electrical con

trol and electrical response activities, but it was found to 

be extremely hard to assume representative parameters for the 

smooth muscle cells. Such parameters, for the model to work 

efficiently, must necessarily involve a correct knowledge of 

the variations of the conductances of sodium and potassium 

with depolarization, as well as the magnitudes of the rise 

times, fall times, inactivation times and recovery from 

inactivation times of the conductance transients. Otherwise, 

it was not worth using such a sophisticated model. Thus, 

needless to say that since precise values of such parameters 

in smooth muscle cells are not currently available, the pro

posed electronic analog in this thesis has been based on a 

modified version of the membrane electronic analog due to 

Roy (1972) together with extra circuitry to fully simulate 

the electrical control and electrical response activities. 

23 
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A block diagram of the complete electronic analog is 

shown in fig. 4. Clearly, it is seen that the proposed elec

tronic analog comprises three main circuits represented by 

blocks Bl, B2, and B3, plus an output circuit represented by 

block B4. 

The first circuit denoted by block Bl generates the 

slow oscillations to simulate the electrical control activi

ty, ECA. Block B2 represents a spike generator circuit used 

to reproduce the electrical response activity, ERA. Finally, 

block B3 consists of an interfacing circuit which will be 

used to decide whether or not the activation of the ERA cir

cuit will occur. Its functioning is only partly dependent on 

the ECA circuit, since the activation of the ERA circuit is 

also dependent on extrinsic factors as will be shown later. 

The adder stage represented by block B4 was included 

in order to provide the output of the electronic analog. 

Thus, the simulated small intestinal electrical activities 

will be always monitored after this stage. 

The following sections of this chapter will deal with 

a detailed explanation of the functioning of each of the 

above mentioned circuits represented in the block diagram 

of fig. 4. It should be noted that no intrinsic similarity 

between the electronic analog circuit and biological process 

in the membrane smooth muscle cell was attempted, but rather 

the proposed analog circuit was used to reproduce qualitative

ly as closely as possible the electrical activity observed 
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Fig. 4 	 Block diagram of the electronic analog 
used to simulate the electrical control 
and electrical response activities. Bl: 
represents the ECA circuit. B2: repre
sents the ERA circuit. B3: represents 
the interfacing circuit. B4: represents 
an adder stage which provides the output 
of the electronic analog. Potentiometers 
are denoted by P's. 
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from intestinal recordings. 

3.2 The ECA circuit 

The implementation of this circuit is to provide the 

slow oscillations observed in experimental electrical record

ings from the smooth muscle cells of the small intestine. 

Fig. 5 shows the electrical diagram corresponding to the ECA 

circuit, and it can be noted that two field-effect transis

tors (FET) were used to simulate the variable sodium and po

tassium conductances. 

The changes in these conductances may be easily 

achieved with a FET due to its electrical structure. That is, 

under conditions of low applied drain-source voltage 

(-200 mV < v < +200 mV) its current/voltage characteristic
08 

I . against v is almost linear. Furthermore, the drain
08 

,Drain 

source conductance G is controlled by the voltage between
08 

, 

the source and gate terminals. 

Therefore, two conductance channels in parallel with 

a c~pacitance Cm' form the complete oscillator unit for the 

ECA circuit to be simulated. The sodium and potassium con

ductances are each represented by a 2N4340 N-channel field-

effect transistor (FET) in series with a resistor, and an 

equilibrium potential of approximately +100 mV and -80mV, 

respectively. The third leakage ionic channel present in 

Roy's circuit, which is a lumped contribution of all ions 
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other than sodium and potassium, has been excluded in order 

to simplify the circuit, since experimental results have not 

shown precisely the role of this ionic channel in the intes

tinal control potential. 

The rationale behind using a field-effect transistor 

to model GNa or GK is based on the future possibility of 

matching the PET-conductance curves against depolarization 

curves of the smooth muscle membrane dynamics, by making 

changes in VG proportional to the depolarization. This can 

be achieved by interposing a more elaborate wave-shaping 

network between the v08 and VG of the FET, such that for a 

change in v the waveform at the gate will result in the08 , 

total conductance G exhibiting the correct smooth muscle08 

membrane conductance. 

Since precise data concerning the ionic mechanisms 

of the membrane in the smooth muscle cells are still unknown, 

a simple additional circuitry is included to make the con

ductances both time and voltage dependent. 

The sodium and potassium conductances channels are 

each controlled by a variable-gain operational amplifier 

(from fig. 5, Al and A2) in the noninverting mode together 

with a waveshape network designed to provide the required 

inactivation time. These amplifiers were also introduced to 

isolate the FET's from the circuit determining the time 

dependence of the conductances, and to increase the low 

drain-source voltage to a larger value in order to obtain 
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the required change in such conductances. Therefore, voltage 

dependency of the conductances is given by the amplified 

feedback of the drain-source voltage, via operational ampli

fiers Al and A2. 

The waveshape network introduced in the feedback 

path, in both the channels, consists of an RC circuit. It 

serves to modify the value of the conductances for a given 

voltage between drain and source. Therefore, the conductances 

will become time-dependent. 

The value of the capacitor C -was 3.3 µF, and the m 

intrinsic frequency was selected by changing the gain (Pl,P3) 

and bias (P2,P4) potentiometer settings. For larger frequency 

variations, another value of C may be selected, since the m 

waveshape output is not very much affected. 

It should also be noted that a necessary condition 

for oscillations to occur in this circuit is that the sodium 

and potassium currents are never equal and opposite; that is, 

the potassium fall time should exceed the sodium recovery 

from inactivation time. As the sodium and potassium feedback 

coupling capacitors are quite different, 20 µF and 47 µF, 

respectively, it is not difficult to arrange for the above 

condition to be satisfied. 

Summarizing, the ECA circuit has four parameter set

tings, denoted by potentiometers Pl to P4 in fig. 5, which 

allow the user to select the intrinsic frequency and shape 

of the oscillations. 
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3.3 The interfacing circuit 

This stage has been introduced in the analog as an 

interface between the ECA and the ERA circuits. In this way, 

the electrical control activity controls the electrical re

sponse activity, and hence the contractions (mechanical ac

tivity). 

Although there is strong evidence indicating that 

the electrical response activity is associated with mechan

ical response of the gastrointestinal tract, it is not 

known altogether the mechanisms for triggering this con

tractile activity. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated 

(Bortoff, 1976) that both the rhythmicity and the polarity 

of intestinal contractions can be ascribed to properties of 

the electrical control activity. 

Rhythmicity is related to the fact that control po

tential depolarizations periodically increase the excita

bility, or probability of response potentials. Since 

excitability is also influenced by neural and hormonal fac

tors, the number of response potentials and the resulting 

contraction associated with the control potential of course 

are governed by the interplay of all three factors, but the 

electrical control activity sets the basic pattern of the 

mechanical event. For example, Daniel and Chapman (1963) 

cited that the electrical response activity occurs in re

sponse to the occurrence of a control potential and in re
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sponse to the release of acetylcholine (ACh) by the vagal 

fibers. 

It is now well known that the main electrical wave, 

the ECA, is present all the time in most of the gastrointes

tinal tract even when the muscle is not contracting. This 

activity is represented by spontaneous oscillations arising 

from a resting membrane potential of about -30mV. In addition, 

it has been demonstrated that when ACh is present around the 

smooth muscle cell membrane the control potential exhibits a 

further depolarization. This situation will cause the thresh

old level to be reached by the control potential, and hence 

electrical response activity will be present. This activity 

will last as long as the depolarized phase of the control 

potential remains above that threshold level, and consists 

of several response potentials (spike-like) superimposed on 

top of the control potential. The magnitude of the contrac

tile response is related to the number of spikes occurring 

during this period. Repolarization of the control potential 

normally terminates any existing spike activity, resulting 

in muscle relaxation. 

The idea behind using this interfacing circuit 

between the ECA and the ERA circuits, is to decide whether 

or not the effect of a given extrinsic factor (e.g. ACh) has 

been enough for the depolarized phase of the control poten

tial to reach the threshold level. If it is so, the ERA cir

cuit will be activated and response potentials will appear 
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on top of the control potential. Otherwise, the control po

tential will remain subthreshold and no mechanical activity 

will occur. 

Fig. 6 shows the diagram of the electrical circuit 

corresponding to this stage. The initial buffer amplifier 

A3 (µA741) is connected to provide a variable gain to simu

late the effect that ACh may have over the control potential. 

This effect may further be varied by adjusting the potentio

meter setting P . 
ex 

Operational amplifier A4 (µA741) is connected as a 

comparator in a noninverting configuration. It compares the 

magnitude of the control potential, as a result of the vari

ation in P (ACh effect), with a selected threshold voltage
ex 

VTH' which can be further varied by changing the potentio

meter setting PS. 

Fig. 7.a shpws the configuration for A4 acting as a 

latching comparator or level detector with hysteresis. It is 

one of the most versatile and useful of the comparator cir

cuits, and can be designed to change output states whenever 

the input passes through any selected reference voltage VTH" 

The absolute voltages of the two output states are selected 

by using appropriate zener diodes. In this case, since only 

positive values of the output will be required, a 1N758A 

zener diode is used. 

The functioning of the latching comparator will de

termine whether or not the control potential has reached the 
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Fig. 6 	 Electrical diagram of the interfacing 
circuit used between the ECA and the 
ERA circuits. Amplifiers A3 and A4 are 
of type µA741. Diode zener is type 
1N758A. All component values are in 
Kn unless otherwise indicated. 
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Fig. 7 	 Noninverting level detector with hysteresis (a), 
and its transfer function (b). R2: resistor which 
establishes correct current in Dz. Rf:feedback 
resistor which establishes hysteresis. R : part 
of hysteresis feedback circuit. VTH: ref~rence 
voltage used to establish trip voIEages. V : 
breakdown voltage of Dz. VFZ: forward brea~down 
voltage of Dz. 
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reference voltage VTH" In response to this determination the 

output voltage will assume one of the two possible states. 

Referring to fig. 7.b, the output voltage states are: 

if 

According to the above expressions, if the output 

from the latching comparator A4 is +VZ, that will mean that 

the control potential has become greater than the threshold 

value VTH" On the other hand, the output of this comparator 

will always be -VFZ whenever the control potential is below 

VTH' and hence in .this case no electrical response activity 

will occur. However, for the former case and due to its con

dition, response potentials will appear on top of the control 

potential and they will last as long as Vi > VTH" 

3.4 The ERA circuit 

The implementation of this circuit is to provide the 

observed response potentials when mechanical activity is 

present in smooth muscle cells. Fig. 8 shows the electrical 

diagram of the proposed ERA circuit which generates the re

sponse potentials. It consists of a timer ICl (NE555) togeth

er with 9 bipolar-junction transistors (BJT's). NPN transis

tors are SK3011 or similar types, while PNP transistors are 
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SK3004 or similar types. 

The first part of the ERA circuit consists of a timer 

ICl to generate pulses of variable frequency, ranging from 2 

to 15 Hz, by adjusting the potentiometer setting denoted by 

P6 in fig. 8. Then, the remaining part of the circuit will 

further process these pulses to generate the spike-like wave 

shape characteristic of the response potentials. 

The electrical circuit for the timer ICl is shown in 

fig. 9, it is a simplified astable circuit configured for 

positive pulses and gated by the output of the latching com

parator A4 as shown in fig. 6. The values of resistor Rl and 

potentiometer P6, govern the output high time, t 1 , and the 

output low time, t 2 , respectively. In this case, the value 

of potentiometer P6 is made much greater than the value of 

resistor Rl, so that the portion of the total timing interval 

governed by P6 will be dominant. Under these conditions, t 2 

approximates T, so it may be said that T ~ 0.693•P6•Ct. 

Furthermore, because the timing period t 1 is a very 

small fraction of T, errors in its value will be reflected 

as a very small percentage of the total period T. Therefore, 

the inaccuracy and temperature instability introduced by 

diode Dl in charging Ct can be neglected for this case, as 

they are scaled down by the ratio of t 1 to T. 

The timer is gated by holding pin 4 (reset) low. This 

holds the output low, which in turn causes Ct to discharge 

all the way to zero while the circuit is disabled. Normally 
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this would cause a first cycle error as Ct charges from zero 

up to 2(V )/3 and then subsequently charges from V /3 to cc cc 

2(V )/3. However, since t 1 is such a small fraction of the 
cc 

total period, T, this error has a correspondingly small 

effect on the total period. The circuit may be said to be semi-

synchronous, since it starts up immediately with a positive-

going output pulse but does have a very slight error in 

period T of the first cycle compared with subsequent cycles. 

The train of positive pulses coming out of the timer 

ICl will be used to generate the response potentials through 

the remaining second part of the ERA circuit as shown in 

fig. 8. It can also be seen that when timer ICl is disabled 

there will be no pulses coming into the remaining circuit, 

and hence no response potentials will occur. But as soon as 

timer ICl is enabled, this remaining circuit will in turn be 

activated and produce response potentials. 

The ERA circuit as shown in fig. 8, will deliver 

spikes of approximately 10 volts in magnitude, but they are 

further processed and scaled down for their correct represen

tation at the analog's output. Their waveshape, however, re

sembles that of response potentials seen in smooth muscle 

cell electrical recordings when mechanical activity is pres

ent. 

In addition to the timer ICl, the remaining ERA cir

cuit consists of one three-stage input amplifier represented 

by blocks Al, A2, and A3, in dotted frames of fig. 8. This 
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amplifier stage feeds current I into an RC circuit, and into e 

a feedback path which also has an amplifier stage. 

Under zero or low magnitude pulse stimulation, tran

sistor QS is in cut-off state, then feedback path b.3.f may 

be neglected and no response potentials will be generated. 

On the other hand, when the magnitude of pulse stimulation 

is large enough for transistor QS to get out of cut-off, 

block AS begins to have an effect which will eventually pro

duce response potentials. This block AS is mainly used to 

shape the response potentials by producing momentary 

increases of current, I , causing the desired waveshape.
e 

This feedback path has a nonlinear transfer function similar 

to that of differentiating pulse shapers, and was chosen as 

a compromise between what can easily be realized with elec

tronic components and what corresponds to the desired shape 

of the response potentials. Furthermore, the shape of these 

response potentials can be varied over a wide range by alter

ations to block AS. 

Summarizing, the ERA circuit is set to generate re

sponse potentials when stimulated; otherwise, it remains 

quiescent. There is only one explicit variable parameter to 

adjust in order to modify its output, and that corresponds 

to frequency variations made with potentiometer P6 shown in 

fig. 8. Further alterations of the waveshape of response po

tentials can be done by changing the value of some components 

in block AS. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE ELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR AS A SINGLE UNIT 

4.1 The complete electronic analog 

A diagram of the complete electrical circuit of the 

proposed analog to simulate the small intestinal electrical 

activities is shown in fig. 10. It is the result of the com

bination of the circuits described in previous chapters, plus 

the introduction of an adder and an inverting stage repre

sented by operational amplifiers AS and A6, respectively. 

Amplifier AS (µA741) was connected as a summing 

inverter configuration. Its output is the inverted algebraic 

sum of the input signal voltages coming from the ECA and 

ERA circuits, appropriately scaled by the resistance Rf • 
5 

Since the characteristic of this configuration is the fact 

that linear signal mixing takes place at the summing point 

without interaction between inputs, its output will indeed 

represent the analog's output. Thus, electrical control and 

electrical response activities will be always monitored from 

this point, denoted by M in fig. 10. 

Amplifier A6 (µA741) was connected in an inverting 

configuration in order to invert the signal coming from 

41 
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Fig. 10 	 Electrical diagram of the electronic oscillator used to simulate 
both the intestinal electrical activities, ECA and ERA. Ampli
fiers are of type µA741. !Cl is of type NE555. NPN transistors 
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AS. Due to alterations of the original signal, A6 was also 

provided with potentiometers denoted by RB and Rf for pur
6 

poses of matching bias and gain of the original signal,res

pectively. Its output, denoted by C in fig. 10, will be 

used with experiments of coupling analogs together, as will 

be seen in chapter S. 

4.2 Experiments with a single oscillator 

The analog was built in a card allowing an easy 

access to each of the potentiometers. It was plugged into a 

chassis as shown in fig. 11, which will eventually accommo

date four such analogs for coupling purposes. 

A representative output of the analog's performance 

as a single unit is shown in figs. 12 and 13 for two different 

intrinsic frequencies, respectively. 

In fig. 12, potentiometer settings Pl to P4 were 

adjusted for the model to have an intrinsic frequency of about 

19 cpm (cycles per minute) , as well as potentiometer setting 

PS was adjusted so that the threshold voltage (VTH) lay 

about 6 mV above the maximum depolarized value of the control 

potential. Under these conditions the model gave an output 

as shown in the top waveform of fig. 12. 

When the magnitude of the control potential was 

increased, as a result of varying the potentiometer setting 

Pex' it reached the threshold voltage (VTH) and hence trig
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Fig. 11 Shows the electronic analog built in a card 
(a) , and plugged into a chassis (b ) . 
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Fig. 12 	 Waveforms from a single oscillator having a fre
quency of 19 cpm (top one) . By varying potentio
meter Pex the magnitude of the control potential 
was increased and hence response potentials oc
curred. Calibration marks are valid for all traces. 
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Fig. 13 	 Waveforms from a single oscillator set to a fre

quency of 17 cpm. It can be noted that response 
potentials were also obtained when potentiometer 
Pex was varied. Calibration marks are same as in 
fig. 12. 
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gered the ERA circuit. Accordingly, the appearance of re

sponse potentials become apparent as shown in the bottom 

waveform of fig. 12. This waveform in turn represents the 

analog's output when both the electrical activities, ECA and 

ERA, are simulated. 

In fig. 13, the analog was set to oscillate at an 

intrinsic frequency of about 17 cpm, and at a sightly dif

ferent frequency of response potentials by readjusting po

tentiometer settings Pl to P6. As a result of this, top and 

bottom waveforms in fig. 13 represent the analog's output 

under such conditions. From the bottom waveform, it can be 

noted the increased amplitude of control potentials, and the 

appearance of response potentials. 

4.3 Results 

From the above results it is demonstrated that a sin

gle electronic oscillator is capable of qualitatively repro

ducing two modes of oscillations which may correlate with 

the small intestinal electrical control and electrical re-

ex 

sponse activities. 

It is also demonstrated that when varying the poten

tiometer setting P , which simulates the effect of ACh, 

the magnitude of control potentials was increased and hence 

response potentials were observed on top of them. Otherwise, 

the magnitude of control potentials remained the same and no 
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response potentials occurred. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that the intestine 

is a complex of relaxation type oscillators, each of which is 

capable of oscillating at its own frequency, but can be af

fected in frequency and phase by the presence of higher and 

lower frequency oscillators in the neighborhood. Therefore, 

by choosing appropriate parameter settings, a chain of these 

electronic oscillators can be set up to give the basic char

acteristics of the small intestine. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTS WITH A CHAIN OF OSCILLATORS 

A representative set of responses obtainable from a 

single electronic oscillator by adjusting its parameter 

potentiometers has been shown in chapter 4. These results 

illustrated the generic forms of the electronic analog simu

lating both the electrical control and the electrical re

sponse activities in real magnitude and frequency. 

In this chapter, four such electronic oscillators 

are used and arranged in a chain structure to demonstrate 

frequency entrainment. 

5.1 Model characteristics for entrainment 

The myogenic electrical oscillations present in the 

smooth muscle cells of the gastrointestinal tract have been 

widely likened to relaxation type oscillations, which were 

originally used to model the biological rhythm in heart 

muscle. The relaxation oscillators used were of the Van der 

Pol type or modifications of these, as well as Hodgkin

Huxley type oscillators. These oscillators are distinguished 

48 
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from linear oscillators (sinusoidal oscillators described by a 

linear differential equation) and are amenable to modelling 

the gastrointestinal electrical control activity because when 

two of these oscillators are coupled, the frequency of oscil

lation is changed without a major change in their waveform. 

This permits the frequency of waves to be altered by coupling 

without interfering with the use of a particular waveform to 

control a local phenomenon. Thus, the waveform can control the 

local membrane excitability to occurrence of spikes and con

tractions in the time domain irrespective of frequency. 

This nonlinear characteristic is provided in this 

electronic analog by the ECA circuit, as can be seen from 

fig. 5 in chapter 3. There it was noted that a necessary 

condition for oscillations to occur in the ECA circuit was 

that the currents through the FET's were not equal and oppo

site. It was also seen that the necessary voltage dependency 

of the conductances was given by amplified feedback of the 

voltage between source and ground via operational amplifiers 

Al and A2. In addition, by placing capacitors Cl and C2 in 

these feedback paths, the rapid and slow inactivation time 

for each FET were provided. Accordingly, the ECA circuit 

could simulate a threshold potential at which it changes its 

characteristic and initiates an oscillation; that is, it be

comes voltage dependent. 

It should not be confused here the term 'threshold 

potential' with the term 'threshold voltage' , denoted by 
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VTH , which has been used in previous chapters. While the 

former is referred to as the voltage at which one oscillator 

becomes voltage dependent, the latter is referred to as the 

voltage level that the control potential has to reach for 

response potentials to occur. 

When two of these oscillators having different fre

quencies of oscillation are coupled together, one oscillator 

may provide an electrical input to the other oscillator be

fore it reaches its threshold potential and may force its 

potential to the threshold prematurely or delay it. Further

more, whether the driving oscillator (having a higher in

trinsic frequency than the driven one) can actually drive 

the other oscillator or not is determined by whether or not 

the input from it is sufficient to force the potential of 

lower intrinsic frequency to threshold. 

Accordingly, if the input from the higher frequency 

oscillator will arrive just before the other is ready to 

oscillate, both the oscillators will oscillate at the 

same frequency. In other words, they will become entrained 

or phase locked. However, if the difference in intrinsic 

frequencies is larger, there will be a larger potential 

difference between the present value and the threshold po

tential, and greater input will be required to the thresh

old, and/or a longer time will ensue before the driven 

oscillator reaches threshold. In the event the input is 

insufficient, the second oscillator will not become phase 
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locked to the high frequency oscillator. The input, however, 

will shorten the period to the next cycle in some cycles 

when the potential of the lower frequency oscillator is near 

threshold; that is, its frequency will be pulled up. 

5.2 Bilateral coupling 

In all smooth muscle the cells appear to be electri

cally coupled to one another. The extent of this coupling 

may vary from one tissue to another, but some coupling has 

always been detected. This means that any changes in mem

brane potential of one cell will cause some changes in the 

membrane potential of all cells around it. Thus, no cell is 

independent of its neighbors, and the electrical changes in 

a cell may be related to the electrical activity of hundreds 

of nearby cells, the nearest ones making the largest con

tribution. In such a situation, the idea of bilateral coup

ling where the proximal ones should affect the distal ones 

and viceversa, seems to be a reasonable assumption. 

Forward coupling means that the output of an oscil

lator is feeding into the next distal oscillator, while 

backward coupling means that an oscillator is affecting the 

next proximal oscillator. Therefore, the term bilateral 

coupling will refer to both of the above mentioned couplings 

together. 

Throughout the experiments, forward and backward 
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couplings were arranged through potentiometers so that any 

desired coupling factor could be obtained. In addition, the 

magnitudes of the two couplings between adjacent oscillators 

were kept the same as would normally be expected when two 

cells are in close proximity with one another. The physical 

analog of this coupling in the intestine may be that a prox

imal cell is affecting the membrane potential of the next 

distal cell either by altering its membrane voltage through 

the cell junction or by setting up currents in the extracel

lular fluid as a result of potential variations across its 

membrane. 

5.3 Experimental procedure 

A chain structure comprising four of these electronic 

oscillators, as shown in fig. 14, was investigated with var

ious coupling factors, and also when all the four oscil

lators were not operating in dual mode (ECA and ERA at the 

same time). 

The oscillators were built one to a card and plugged 

into a chassis which acommodates four cards horizontally 

allowing access to each of the potentiometers. The chassis 

has a set of model outputs which allows external 

connections for any configuration among the oscillators, as 

well as for monitoring their outputs. Fig. 15 shows a 

picture of the chas~is with the cards. 



RFl 	 RF2 RF3 

M1 M2 M3 M4 

RBl 	 RB2 RB3 

Fig. 14 	 Block diagram illustrating the arrangement 

of a chain structure formed with four elec

tronic oscillators. M's denote oscillator 

numbers. RF's and RB's are potentiometers 

representing forward and backward coupling 

factors, respectively. 

U1 
w 
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Fig. 15 	 Shows the chassis with the electronic oscil

lators plugged into it. They were built one 

to a card, allowing easy access to each of 

their potentiometers. The chassis provides a 

set of outputs to make external connections 

among oscillators, as well as for monitoring 

their waveforms. 
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I 

The oscillators were set to represent two different 

intrinsic frequency gradients (Fl and F2), as shown in tables 

and II below, and then coupling factors were found for 

frequency entrainment. 

The output waveforms were monitored using a storage 

dual beam oscilloscope 5031 Tektronix, and recorded through 

an 8-channel Beckman R-611 Dynograph Recorder. 

TABLE I 

Frequency gradient Fl 

oscillator frequency 
number (cpm) 

Ml 19.35 
M2 18.75 
M3 18.18 
M4 17.14 

TABLE II 

Frequency gradient F2 

oscillator frequency 
number (cpm) 

Ml 18.63 
M2 18.33 
M3 18.29 
M4 18.02 
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5.4 Results 

When the oscillators were coupled as shown in fig. 14 

and operating at a frequency gradient Fl as shown in table I, 

coupling factors were chosen until the well known intestinal 

phenomenon of frequency entrainment was obtained. Resistor 

values of up to almost 1 MQ provided a satisfactory range 

of resistive coupling conditions. 

Fig. 16 shows the output waveforms recorded from each 

oscillator in the uncoupled state, and operating in only one 

mode (ECA) . In this and all the following figures the numbers 

on the right of the traces refer to the oscillator number, and 

the waveforms always are arranged so that the one at top 

corresponds to the oscillator having the highest intrinsic 

frequency, the next below corresponds to the second highest 

and so on, unless otherwise indicated. Fig. 17 also shows 

these uncoupled outputs, but with the oscillators operating 

in dual mode; that is, ECA and ERA are present. 

Considering the large frequency gradient between the 

uncoupled oscillators, two sets of resistive coupling values 

were chosen for observing the effects of coupling. The first 

set of values was considered as a 'weak coupling', while 

the second was considered as a 'strong coupling'. The list 

of these values is given in table III below. Coupling factors 

are denoted by R's (see also fig. 14), where RF and RB indi

cate forward and backward couplings, respectively. 



20 mV L 

5 sec 

Fig. 16 

-\J\,f\J\f\f\ Ml 

S-\SV\J\J M2 

\ M3 

,----, 
M4 

Oscillators adjusted to have uncoupled frequencies 
(according to the frequency gradient Fl) and oper
ating in ·only one mode (ECA) . In this and all the 
following figures the numbers on the right of the 
traces refer to the oscillator number, and cali
bration marks are valid for all traces. 

U1 
-..J 



Mlj\j\J~~ 
20 mV 

L M2Jli\J~\Jj\Jj\NW\J\N\t\J\J\Jl\J\W·
5 sec 

M3 

M4 

Fig. 17 Oscillators adjusted to have uncoupled frequencies 
(according to the frequency gradient Fl) and oper
ating in dual mode (ECA and ERA) . 

Vl 
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TABLE III 

Resistive values of coupling 
factors used for frequency gradient Fl 

'weak coupling' 

coupling resistive value 
factor (Kn) 

RFl = RBl 730 
RF2 = RB2 405 
RF3 = RB3 274 

'strong coupling' 

coupling resistive value 
factor (Kn) 

RFl = RBl 130 
RF2 = RB2 210 
RF3 = RB3 250 

Figs. 18 and 19 show the output waveforms when the 

oscillators were weakly coupled, and operating in one and 

two modes respectively. When the coupling strength between 

oscillators was increased, a stronger coordinated effect was 

apparent as shown in fig. 20 for one mode, and in fig. 21 

for dual mode. 

The resultant waveforms in figs. 18 to 21 show fre

quency entrainment considering both, weak and strong, coup

ling factors at a frequency approximately the same as the 

higher intrinsic frequency of oscillator Ml. It should 

also be noted from these results that the waveforms were not 



20 mV L 

5 sec 

Fig. 18 

J\j 

J\J\f\f\f\J 

J'\...J--\f\._r,_J1 ..f\f\I\f\f\f\N\f\JV\f\J\J 

Typical waveforms from osciliators 'weakly' 
coupled, and operating in the ECA mode. In the 
uncoupled state they were oscillating at a 
frequency gradient Fl. 

Ml 

M2 

M3 

M4 

O"\ 
0 



MlAfJ\J 
20 mV 

M2L J\, 
5 sec 

r\ M3 
,J 

M4flJ\J\J\t\t\J\J\J\J\J\J\J\f\J\J\t\rJ 

Fig. 19 	 Typical waveforms from oscillators 'weakly' 
coupled, and operating in dual mode (ECA and 
ERA). In the uncoupled state they were oscil
lating at a frequency gradient Fl. 
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-\j'\j\j\J'\j\f\f\j \j\ Ml 

20 mV 

L 1J\J\j \J\r\f\f\f\f M2 

5 sec 

\ M3 

M4 

Fig. 20 Shows typical waveforms when the oscillators were 
'strongly' coupled, and operating in only one mode 
(ECA). They were adjusted at a frequency gradient 
Fl in the uncoupled state. 
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I \j Ml 

20 mV 

L ;\J\J\N\J'' \ M2 

5 sec 

M3 

N\0 M4 

Fig. 21 Shows typical waveforms when the oscillators were 
'strongly' coupled, and operating in dual mode 
(ECA and ERA, simultaneously). They were adjusted 
at a frequency gradient Fl in the uncoupled state. 
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affected by coupling, even when the oscillators were oper

ating in dual mode. Furthermore, fig. 22 which shows an 

expanded version of the output waveforms for weak and strong 

coupling factors demonstrates that the oscillators were very 

easily entrained, even when a large frequency gradient and 

relatively weak coupling were present. It can also be noted 

from fig. 22 the marked difference in phase shifts between 

oscillators due to the strength of coupling factors. 

The oscillators were also used to investigate the 

behavior of the chain when the intrinsic frequency gradient 

was made smaller than the one denoted by Fl in table I. A 

new set of intrinsisc frequencies denoted by F2 in table II 

was selected, and the oscillators were coupled as shown in 

fig. 14. 

Under this situation, the effect of coupling was 

demonstrated by selecting a new set of 'weak' and 'strong' 

resistive coupling factors, as listed in table IV below. 

Also in this case the oscillators were set to operate in dis

similar modes; that is, not all of them were in dual mode. 

Fig. 23 shows the output waveforms of uncoupled os

cillators. It should be noted here that oscillators M2 and 

M4 were operating in dual mode, whereas oscillators Ml and 

M3 were in a single mode. 

Figs. 24 and 25 show the output waveforms corre

sponding to a weak and strong coupling factors, respectively. 

Fig. 26 shows an expanded version of the waveforms due to 
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these two coupling factors. 

The resultant waveforms in this case also show that 

the driven oscillators M2, M3, and M4, are entrained at ap

proximately the frequency of oscillation of the driving os

cillator Ml. In addition, it is also seen that the wave

forms were not affected by the coupling of oscillators in 

dissimilar modes. It thus appears that coupling oscillators 

in dissimilar modes does correlate with physiological data 

in which the frequency of control potentials is not changed 

at all in the presence of response potentials. 

TABLE IV 

Resistive values of coupling 

factors used for frequency gradient F2 


'weak coupling' 

coupling resistive value 
factor (KQ) 

RFl = RBl 690 
RF2 = RB2 770 
RF3 = RB3 638 

'strong coupling' 

coupling resistive value 
factor (KQ) 

RFl = RBl 205 
RF2 = RB2 200 
RF3 = RB3 150 
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L 
Ml 

20 mV 

M3 

M4 

(a) 

Ml 

M3 

1 sec 
M2 

M2 

M4 

(b) 

Fig. 22 	 Shows an expanded version of the waveforms 
from coupled oscillators operating in the 
ECA mode. (a) for a 'weak' coupling. (b) 
for a 'strong' coupling. It can be noted 
the marked difference in phase shifts 
between oscillators when the strength of 
coupling is increased. Calibration marks 
are valid for all traces. 



--\JV\f\ Ml 

M220 mV 

L 
5 sec 

M3 

M4 

Fig. 23 	 Shows waveforms from oscillators operating in 
dissimilar modes. They are in the uncoupled 
state and adjusted to oscillate at a frequency 
gradient F2. 
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M2 

20 mV 

L 
M3

5 sec 

M4 

Fig. 24 	 Typical waveforms from oscillators 'weakly' 
coupled, and operating in only one mode. In 
the uncoupled state they were adjusted to 
oscillate at a frequency gradient F2. 
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Ml 

M2 

20 mV 

L 
M3 

5 sec 

M4 

Fig. 25 	 Shows waveforms from oscillators 'strongly' 
coupled, and operating in dissimilar modes. 
In the uncoupled state they were adjusted 
to oscillate at a frequency gradient F2. 
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Ml 

20 mV L 
1 sec M2 

M3 


M4 

(a) 

Ml 

M2 

r M3 

M4 

(b) 

Fig. 26 Shows an expanded version of the waveforms 
from coupled oscillators. (a) for a strong 
coupling factor and operating in dissimilar 
mode. (b) for a weak coupling factor and 
operating in one mode. Calibration marks 
are valid for all traces. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that the proposed electronic 

oscillator is capable of qualitatively reproducing, in real 

frequency and magnitude, both the electrical activities pres

ent in the small intestine, ECA and ERA. 

In addition, a chain of four of these bidirectionally 

coupled electronic analogs have been used to reproduce the 

well known entrainment phenomena, and to show that the capa

bility of these oscillators to entrain others strongly de

pends upon the intrinsic frequencies of the coupled oscil

lators, as well as upon the amount of coupling available. 

The results obtained also show that it could not 

be very difficult that by choosing appropriate intrinsic 

frequencies and coupling factors, a chain of these electron

ic oscillators can be set up to give the electrical pattern 

found in the small intestine. Furthermore, on the basis of 

the observed performance of the network, some new hypothesis 

or conditions might be put forward for a better understanding 

of electrical activities in the small intestine. 

On the other hand, even when the electronic analog 
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is not fully described in terms of the Hodgkin-Huxley dynam

ics because of the incomplete knowledge of the membrane 

ionic mechanisms in smooth muscle cells, it still has some 

interesting approaches which make it more convenient for 

simulating gastrointestinal electrical activities than by 

using other modelling attempts based on digital simulations. 

One of the drawbacks of digital modelling is the 

very long computing time required for simulating even a few 

oscillators and a small number of oscillation periods. An

other disadvantage of this digital simulation is that it 

prevents effective use of one of our most valuable analyti

cal tools, our eyes. 

There is considerable advantage to observing real 

time data while stimuli and model parameters are changed. 

Direct observations of waveforms, phase relationships, and 

time dependent interactions are revealing and suggestive. 

This is especially true in an interdisciplinary research 

environment where this type of modelling acts as a better 

vehicle and provides motivation for obtaining more accurate 

information about smooth muscle parameters, as in this case. 

Further useful applications of the electronic analog 

will be possible when the ionic mechanisms underlaying the 

smooth muscle cell membrane are unravelled. 
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2N4338-41 N-Channel JFETs 

General Description 1"0-18 2N Series .· 

The 2N4338 thru 2N4341 series of N-channel JFETs is 

Mt::::.~ 
I 

characterized for low to medium frequency amplifier D.T75-D.19S o170-0.210 

applications. Tight selections of V GS(off). I DSS· gfs ' ..,,::.;:gt"rresults in consistent characteristics in all applications. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (25°C) 
PIN FET 

o a o ·~·~" 1 sGate-Drain or Gate-Source Voltage ~50V ~~h-- &.DJD 

Gate Current 
{0.4DG-0.41l) lD.762) 2 0 

50mA MAK 3 G 
Total Device Dissipation, TA= 25°C 300mW 0.ltHI 

(Derate 2 mWfC to +175°C) ' G.tlSD (2.54GI 

Storage Temperature Range --U5°C to +200°C 
11270} 

Maximum Operating Temperature 175°C -'<>',Vi', 
lead Temperature (1/16" from case -,~-(i-71 

t5" :..-'." ..... -/ 
for 10 seconds) 300°C D.CJ&-0.04& ~ 0.021-0 041 

fG.9M-1.1681vzy1a.111-1+1s1 

Electrical Characteristics (25°C unless otherwise specified) 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS 
2N4338 2N4339 2N4340 2N4341 

UNITS· 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

IGSS 
-0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 nA 

Gate Reverse Current VGS" -WV. Vos= 0 
150°C -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 llA 

BVGss 
Gate-Source Breakdown 

IG • -1jlA;Vos=0 -so  -50 -50 -w 
Voltage 

v 

VGS(otti 
Gate-Source Cutoff 

Voltage 
vos· 1sv.10 • 0.111A -0.3 -1 -0.6 -1.B -1 -3 -2 -6 

Vos· 15V 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 nA 
IO(offl Drain Cutoff Current 

-·· VGS" ( I (-51 (-5) (-5) l-10) (VI 

toss $atyration Drain Cunent Vos•.15V, VGS" 0 0.2. 0.6 0.5 1.5 1.2 3.6 3 9 mA 

Common-Source Forward 
600 1800 800 3000!lfs 2400 1300 2000 4000 

Transconductance 
Vos. 15V. VGs • 0 µmho 

Common-Source Output 
f • 1 kHz 5 30 60<las ConductancP. 

15 

Drain-Source ON 
Vos• O, VGS" 0 2500'ds 1700 1500 800 n 

Resistance 

Ciss 
Common·Source Input 

7 7 7 7 
Capacitance 

Vos. 15V. VGS - 0 f • 1 MHz pF 

c,., Common-Source Reverse 
J 

Transfer Capacitance 
J 3 3 .. 

NF Noiw figure 
Vos" lSV. VGS. 0 

f • 1 kHr 
Rgen • lM, BW • 200 Hz 

1 1 1 1 dB 
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Low Power Ge Transistors 

NPN SK3011 PNP SK3004 

PT (Watts) 0 .15 0.60 

IC (Amps) 0.10 -1. 0 

VCBO (Vol ts) 25 -32 

VCEO (Volts) 25 -25 

VEBO (Volts) 12 -12 

f FE 70 90 

f T (MHz) 8 1 

Si!JDl!tiCS 

DESCRIPTION 
The NE,'SE 555monolith•ctimingctrc1.u1111h191tv111bl1 
C<>l'lt<oller coi:iabl• of 1><oduc1n9 11<eun1• time d•l•v•. nr 

°"''ll111on. Add111on111e•m1"'l'1,.pra>•d«tforl'f1.,...,,na 
<>< •..euong ii drl"ed In the 11m1 del1y mo<k ol oi>erthon. 
thel1m11np<e<:o...ivconl•ollodbyonent1u•alr..,.t011fld 

~ep..::,1"' F0< 1 it•bl• opor1uon • ..,0001111... , 1he lrtt 
tunn.nqfr.....,encytn.d1he<l'JtyeyCle1••both1CCL>r1!f'IV 

conlrolled ..,th r.oul..,.n.. •"'"°"....i""1upac110< 
Thec..eu11 ....vi.rr,.,.,.,.iand•-lonl..hnQ-•lo<...., 

lftd - OUllJUl 1INttur1 Qn - or lll'li UC1 to 2QOmA 
.,.dr..1TTLetrw1n. 

fE.ATURES 
• TIMING FAOM MICROSECONDS THROUGH HOURS 

• 	 QPERATU IN BOTH A.STABl.E ANOMONOITABLl 
MODU 

• ADJUSTABLE DUTY CYCLE 

• HIGH CURRENT OUTPUT CAN SOURCE OR llNK 

• OUTPUT CAN DRIVE TTL -· 
• TEtN'ERATURE STABILITY OF 0.005"Ao l'ER~C 

• Nef'MALLY ON ANO NORMALLY OFF OUTPUT 

IU't'l.ICATIONS 
l"Rf.CISIQf\ITIMING 
PULSE GENERATION 
SEQUENTIAL TIMING 
TIMf. DELAY GENf.RATIOfll 
ruLSE WIDTH MODULATION 
ruLSf. J'OSITIOf'll MOOULATION 
MISSING NLSf. OETECTOA 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

TIMER 555 

LIMEAR INlEGRllED CIRCUITS 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS !Top Viwwl 

·-o··"T ! • 0•"
0..-1 > IT....__ 

" • • c-.... v...... 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
SupplyYoltate 

P-0•111po11on 
Op.r111119T1~r11VNJI:_..., 

NE55!i D°C10•1D°C 
SESSS -!i5°Cto•12S°C 

Slor• Tornpo,,.wn Rw. _.!ioC to usi>°c 
l.eldT.,..p11t'1u•o(~IO---I +>«f'C 

llGNETICS TIMER • 511& 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA• 25"C. Vee• +SV to +15 unlessothilrwite 1P«ified 

J . ::...vcc·•v ,.\.;_ -·-~ 
~;.:~,.:;-,- " 
..A·"••tM•tOOl(O~~~ C•01111 -·2 _.,' ~Droft•tflT

Oh.,_S.......V.._ 
 .. 
T•_V.._ "'. 
~.::.....~=........., 
 .."' .. 

~ 

11':-•Voll ".. -~ ,. -:vcc••!iV -'- .Vee" !Y 
Vee• 16Y '" 
llJINI(" ,,,_., 

'S•NI("'°""' 
IS1Nl("l ,. 

n 

" ,.l51011("2'(11).M 

Vcx;•!Y 

1$1Jr0l" ....... 


1511«•""""" 


1SOUf'ICf'100ro!A 

Vcc•>&V 


ltoU"CE·1
Vcc•1W 1ll 
Ya;•IV ).l 

t. s-c...,__.,._,,,.,._,.,..... _ 
t.T- .. Vcc••V-llcc•"Y. 
a. """' __,... ___..........., ..1111-- ---•·w-

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT IShoootl for One SHttOnlyl 



CA741, CA747, CA748, CA1458, CA1558 Types 

Operational Amplifiers 

High·Gain Single and Dual Operational Amplifiers 
For Military, Industrial and Commercial Applications 

The RCA-CA1458. CA1558 (dual typei); This oper1tional amplifier line also offers the 
CA741C. CA741 hmgle-typesl. CA747C, circuit designer the option of operation with 
CA747 !dual types); and CA748C, CA748 intern1I or extern•\ phase compenS1tion. 
hingle types) are general·purpose, h19h.gain 
OP1"1<1t1onal ampl1f1eu for use in military, 

Types CA748C and CA748, which are 111·
1ndunnal, <1nd commercial applications. 

t.rnally phase compenseted (terminals 1 
These monolithic silicon integr.ned circuit 
devices provide output short·C•rtult pro· :;~:~::~d;id~oi:d0',1::::,~0:.:: 
tect<on and latch·free operoll1on. These types bilities Unity gain with 1i1tern1I phl11 
alr.o feature wide common·mode and d1ller· compenution can be obtained with 1 single 
ent1.il mode signal r;mqes and have low-offset JO.pF e1pacitor. All the oth• types are 
'iolt.igt nulhng capabilily when used with an lntlfn1lly ph111-a:impenut1d. 
•PJl'Opnately valued po111nt1om1tff. A S
megohm pot1n11ometff is used for ofhet 
nulling types CA748C. CA748 (See Fig 101; RCA's m11nufacturlng proCHS makn it pmsl· 
1 10 kilohm potentiometer 11 used for offset bleto product1 IC oper1tlonal 1mplifi1n with 
nulling type5 CA741C, CA741, CA747CE, tow-burst ("popwrn") noise characteristics. 
CA747CG. CA747E, CA747G !See fig 91; Type CA6741, 1 low-noise version of the 

ind types CA1458, CA1558, CA747CT, CA741, gives limit ipl'Cifications for bunt 
tw~e no specific terminals tor olhet nulling. no1ui in the date bulletin, Filt No. 630. 

Each type consists of a d1flerem1al-input Cont1ct your RCA Sain Representative tor 
1mpt1fier that ellect1vely drives a ~m and informetion pertinent to other operation1I 
leonl sh11!1ng suge having 1 compl1m1nt1ry amplifilf types thll mMt low-burd nol• 
emit1tr·lollower output. 1peciliC1tion1. 

MAXIMUM AATINGS,Abro/u,.._.Wuimum ValcM•f TA •2f/'C: 

DC Supply VoU19" 1i.1-n v• end v- ll1'tn1.,.lt): 

CA141C, CA741C'". CA748C, CA1451'". 31V 

CA741 CA.747'". CA7'8. CA1558'" • 
 ... 

O•ll.,1ntt•llnpu1 Voh1ge t:JOV 
DC lnpu1Vo•1••• . tt&V 
Oull)UI Sholl Corcu•I Oufluon. lndefinill 
0.-.•AO•H•PH•On 

Up IO 70°C ICAJ41C, CA741CI 500MW 
Up lo 15"c 1CAJ41, CA7481 • 500mW 
Up to J0°C lCA 7411 ...BOO mW _
Uplo25°C 4CA747CI ..._
Up10 J0°C ICAl!'i581 • 

Upto25°C ICAU581 


f0< Ttmpl•l\urn lnd•Clttd .I.bow 
 o.,;.. jU.:,,,~ •...,~'!.,7·~ 
\'oll61R lxt-n 0th.ti Null Ind v- ICA741C, CA741, CA7•UCE.CA747CGI. tu.SY 

A"'*"•n1 Tt"'tl"fllurt R1nge 


Qper1ton1- CA741, CA747E. CA741, CAt&SI. -Hto•125 'c 
CA141C. CA747C, CA748C, CA1451. 01o+1o•ct' 

SIO!'li' ~tot1S0 1C 
Ludhmptrllur11Dur,,.1Soldirt-1nll 


Al d•lllnc. lllltl/J21nchll S9t079nwnl lrome1MIO!' tO~m... 1ea 1c 

t ti Sup.ply Vol11• •t llff thll1'! t I~ 1'0111, U11 Ablolu11 ~..mum Input Yoltlfl it .... lo lti. I"""'" Voll• ... 
•vo1\aVf•1tun1pp11lo,1.chol1hld..,10Plf•hOntl1mc1111,,,. 

t All IYpll If•'"' ptClllfl•IY.. Qfl blop1r11M.- lht ttrnptfallll'I •.,...01 -H IO +1:z9°C,llthouth .... 

publ•thld htn1tt lor \:l'l'lllA 11tan~ tp1C1loat•- """" oltlv - tflt lampll'.iw1 ,....,.of 0 IO tJOOC. 


NQ" Sulfl11 Type1-H1rmetlc Gold·CHIP In 
Du.l·ln·Line Plutic hcklge 

"E" Suffix Typ1t1-Standlrd Du1l·ln·Lin1 
. Plastic P1cklg1 

"T" end "S" &.111111 Typn-T0-6 Style Pack111 

1 Features: 
•Input bias cun.nt 1111 typnl: 600 nA ma11. 

. •Input ofhet currtnt (all types): 200 nA m111. 

~' Applications: 

, • Comparetor 
•DC emptifier 
• lnt1gr1tor or diff••nti1tor 
• Multivibr•tor 
• N1rrow·band or bend·p1H tilter 

• &.lmmlnt 1mpllfi• 


JM.I. I f ~· ···~"'~·.• 
.=,,. '°""""' . ,, 

--1111 4 oinu 
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l1.-CAlflCS,CAlflCT,CA1'IS, • 
CAUITwirltlnrernalplla• 
COlf'/l#ftlllicM. 

ltA.-CA141CT .nd CA141T with 
Jnl9mal,,,..com,wnwrion. 
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o~t . 
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•PUT ...._L.
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f~-CAUBCS, C414BCT.CAUa. 
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CA741, CA747, CA748, CA1458, CA1558 Types 

RCA 

Tys- No, 

No.of 
Amp!, 

.... 
Como>

Offatt:Yottlfl 
Null 

Min. 

"oL 
M... v10 

fmYI 
()perati!'lf"TtmparllvJa 

ft•nta 1°CI 

CA1458 

·~' 
int. ,. 

'°' • 0 IO +706 

CA1558 du1I '"' "' 50k 5 -55 10 •115 

CA741C IU\gle 1n1. "' "" • 010 no• 
CA741 10.jie ml, .. ... ' S5to •125 
CA747C dual mt. vu• ,., • 010•70'" 
C.A.141 dull mt. vu• ... ,.. 5 -5510 +125 
CA748C 1mgle 0:1. '" • Oto•701 

C.A.748 11ngl1 1111. "' ... 5 55U1+125 

•1n1!1e 14-luddu1l 1n.Jin1pl11t1cpeck1g.1 onlv. 
•An types in env pechg.i uvl• emn i. oper.ied OV9I' tflt 11mper11ur1 reng.i of -65 10 •12S0c. 

1111\ougl't !hi publ11h1d l11nit1 !or CHllin 1t1<:mcel tp1C1licet1on11P91y only owr lhl t1mpera
hnl renp ol 0 to HD°C. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

When ordering any of these typts, ii i1 impcrtant thlt the approprlatt 1uffi11 letttr for the 
pack1ge required be aftii1ed to the type number. FOf 1111mplt: If 1 CA1458 in a w1ight
le1d T0·6 nyle pack1911 ii detired, ordlf CA1458T, 

Type No. 

Bl 

CA1458 T 

CA1558 T 

CA741C T 

CA741 T 

CA747C 

CA747 

CA748C T 

CA748 T 

PACKAGE TYPE AND SUFFIX LETTER 

T0-5 
PLASTIC 

Gold·CHIP 
CHIP 

Gold· BEAM· 
STYLE PLASTIC CHIP LEAD 

10l DIL·CAN Bl 14l Bl 14l 
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